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1. Introduction 

Augmented-reality (AR) displays render virtual content overlaid on the real world. 
AR offers great potential for Soldiers to immediately perceive relevant tactical 
information without the need to consult a physical map and other reference 
material, or for Soldiers to divert their eyes away from the immediate environment. 
In AR, virtual content may be rendered so that it appears to be co-located with the 
physical environment (conformal presentation), or as an overlay so that it appears 
to be on a 2-D surface that is not necessarily aligned with the physical environment 
(e.g., floating information in heads-up displays). Realizing the potential benefits of 
using AR to display virtual content in a conformal manner requires that virtual 
content is perceived in the correct physical location; it must be correctly associated 
with the location, object, or person intended to be augmented. In this report we 
provide emerging recommendations aimed at improving spatial perception of 
virtual content rendered in a conformal manner. 

2. Bottom Line Up Front 

Through programs like the Integrated Visual Augmentation System, the US Army 
is seeking to improve Soldier situational awareness (SA) using AR displays. AR 
displays supplement the physical environment by adding spatial virtual content that 
can draw attention to or describe a physical location, object, or person. To improve 
tactical performance, virtual content must be implemented correctly for improved 
understanding of the location, distance, and heading of red and blue forces as well 
as the location, distance, and heading to key landmarks and other places of interest. 
That is, realizing the potential benefits of AR requires that Soldiers can 
appropriately associate virtual content with the physical spatial environment 
(location, object, or person) intended to be augmented. 

Unfortunately, a large body of research in AR and virtual reality (VR) has 
demonstrated that users typically misperceive the location of virtual content, either 
greatly underestimating or overestimating how far virtual content is from the 
observer (Loomis and Knapp 2003; Swan and Gabbard 2005; Geuss et al. 2010, 
2012; Livingston et al. 2013 for review; Diaz et al. 2017; Pointon et al. 2018). 
Rendering virtual content based purely on physical geometry without careful 
consideration of perceptual cues to distance is likely to result in ambiguity about 
the true location of virtual content. 

Furthermore, misperceptions of distance are even greater for non-line-of-sight 
virtual objects (e.g., X-ray vision) because there are conflicting cues to distance 
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when placing virtual content behind physical barriers (Kirkley 2003; Swan et al. 
2007; Livingston and Moser 2013).   

Clearly there are significant challenges involved in representing virtual content in 
augmented or fully immersive VR technologies in ways that facilitate accurate 
spatial perception for users. However, there is evidence that human errors for space 
perception in AR—distance compression and overestimation—can be minimized 
by rendering virtual content in ways that leverage natural distance cues (Diaz et al. 
2017). Based on current research, we make the following emerging 
recommendations to improve the accuracy of human spatial perception using AR:  

1) Virtual content should be clearly referenced to the ground plane, through 
rendering the content on the ground plane, as attached to the ground plane 
through shadows, or on real-world objects attached to the ground plane. In 
general, virtual content should not appear to be floating in the air untethered 
(Fig. 1).  

 

Fig. 1 (top) Example of an object whose position is perceptually ambiguous. The box could 
be interpreted to be either floating above the ground and on the deck or on the ground-plane 
and “inside” the wall. (bottom) The addition of a shadow, which grounds the object to the 
floor, reduces ambiguity about the object’s location. 
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2) The visual angle of virtual content should mimic real-world content based 
on distance as appropriate to the task and decision context (e.g., determining 
depth or distance). In the real world, the visual angle subtended by an object 
on the retina is a function of the size of the object and distance to that object. 
This distance/size relationship should be replicated in virtual environments 
when targets are close enough to be visible. That is, the angle subtended on 
the eye by an object of a given size will increase as the distance to the object 
decreases and vice versa. In general, virtual content should not subtend a 
fixed angle that does not change with distance. In Fig. 2 the angular size of 
the horizontal bars reflects distance. 

 

Fig. 2 Virtually rendered rectangles of the same “physical” size following the relationship 
between size–distance (constant visual angle). This relationship between size and distance can 
be used by the perceptual system to indicate the distance to objects. 

3) Transparency of virtual objects can be increased to indicate farther distances 
(Fig. 3).  Figure 3 demonstrates use of transparency that results from aerial 
perspective (or atmospheric perspective) or the reduction in contrast, detail, 
and color at distance to convey a greater distance for the cube on the right 
than the cube on the left despite being rendered at the same physical distance 
from the observer. When manipulating transparency of objects, this effect 
on distance perception should be considered. 
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Fig. 3 Aerial perspective is defined as the reduction in contrast for objects that are farther 
away. This relationship can be used in AR applications (where all virtual content has some 
transparency) to manipulate perceived distance to targets.   

4) Reducing the saliency of the physical surfaces or rendering images that 
imply a gap or window in the physical surfaces that occlude virtual content 
may aid in more-accurate perception of non-line-of-sight virtual content 
(Fig. 4).   

 

 

Fig. 4 Rendering techniques, like creating a virtual “cut-out”, may reduce the perceptual 
conflict when viewing virtual content beyond one’s line of sight. The cut-out makes it more 
plausible that the virtual object is located beyond the physical wall.   
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5) Objective measures of user’s spatial perception are generally preferable to 
user evaluation or subjective reports.  

3. Research Gaps 

The previously discussed recommendations are described as emerging. Multiple 
empirical papers have reported errors in distance estimation and how these errors 
relate to the presence of various cues. Yet the majority of these prior studies have 
used a limited subset of possible experimental conditions. Specifically, previous 
results are limited to relatively short distances, mostly indoor environments, and 
environments with a relatively flat ground plane. The recommendations would be 
strengthened by empirical research that investigates the following:  

• The influence of additional perceptual cues and combinations of perceptual 
cues. The majority of studies have only investigated the influence of a single 
cue—ground plane, aerial perspective, and the like—on distance perception 
(Tsuda et al. 2005; Livingston et al. 2009; Diaz et al. 2017). 

• Perceived distance to targets located farther from the observer. Current AR 
distance-perception results are limited to distances less than 45 m for  
non-line-of-sight-targets and 115 m for direct-view targets. (Livingston et 
al. 2003).  

• Explicit testing of the effects of environmental conditions (e.g., fog and 
other weather conditions, uneven ground plane, and time of day) on space 
perception. Current results are largely limited to indoor spaces viewed from 
a standing position. It is critical for future work to also assess distance 
perception with AR in outdoor environments.   

• Multiple measures of space perception (e.g., verbal estimation, perceptual 
matching, making judgments of possible actions, and reaching/walking to 
target) because it is a multidimensional construct (e.g., can be used to guide 
action or describe absolute dimensions). Multiple measures should be 
employed and evaluated together within studies to provide a better 
understanding of the magnitude of and potential causes for errors in distance 
perception. 
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4. Enhancing Space Perception in Augmented-Reality Displays: 
Initial Considerations 

In this section we provide more detail regarding the recommendations discussed 
previously with citations and greater explanation of phenomena for those who wish 
to gain a more detailed understanding of the recommendations.  

When using AR displays, it is important to remember that the positioning of all 
virtual content in physical space is simulated (it is being viewed on a flat screen). 
Virtual content is rendered on a screen close to one’s eyes to appear as if it located 
in the real world. Whereas hardware capabilities like latency or field of view (FOV) 
have been shown to influence perceived location, these hardware limitations are 
often restricted by current technology and out of the designer’s control. However, 
software choices regarding how to render a virtual object can alter the apparent 
location of that object in real space and thus influence SA. 

Errors in perceived location of virtual content are well documented in AR and VR 
displays (Loomis and Knapp 2003; Swan and Gabbard 2005; Geuss et al. 2010, 
2012; Livingston et al. 2013 for review; Diaz et al. 2017; Pointon et al. 2018). 
Research in this area has typically focused on egocentric distance perception, or the 
distance between the observer and the object. Users often estimate egocentric 
distances as shorter than they actually are by as much as 50% in VR (Geuss et al. 
2012 for review) and by 15%–30% in AR depending on, respectively, whether the 
object is within direct view (Diaz et al. 2017) or occluded by real-world surfaces 
(Sandor et al. 2010; Livingston et al. 2013 for review). The degree to which 
perceived distances are compressed varies by the absolute distance to targets, the 
sophistication of technology employed in the experiment, and the methods used to 
assess distance perception. Importantly, design choices for how to render the virtual 
content can allow users to naturally perceive distances to objects by rendering 
images in ways that align with natural cues to distance, or design choices can 
interfere with these cues and create difficulty in determining distance to objects. 
The informed designer needs to be aware of these cues, their effects, and potential 
for alignment and mismatches.  

To inform the development of tailored interactions between Soldier and intelligent 
but uncertain artificial-intelligence/machine-learning-generated information, 
researchers at the US Army Combat Capabilities Development Command Army 
Research Laboratory’s Human Research and Engineering Directorate are 
conducting fundamental research to identify generalizable principles for how and 
when uncertain information should be represented to improve decision-making 
performance. As part of this effort and drawing from our expertise in visual 
perception and spatial cognition, we have outlined several emerging 
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recommendations aimed at improving perceived location of virtual content through 
careful consideration of the effects of missing or conflicting perceptual cues to 
distances that are typical in AR/VR applications. Improving the accuracy of the 
perceived location of virtual content should lead to a corresponding improvement 
in users’ ability to associate virtually rendered target-related information with the 
physical target itself. This ability is a critical function of AR displays, and it must 
be supported for targets varying in proximity and visibility, from those nearby and 
within direct view to those farther from the observer or occluded by physical 
barriers, specifically: 

1) Virtual content should be clearly referenced to the ground plane, through 
rendering the content on the ground plane, as attached to the ground plane 
through shadows, or on real-world objects attached to the ground plane. In 
general, virtual content should not appear to be floating in the air untethered 
(Fig. 1). 

Virtual content can be placed anywhere in the visual field, and designers often take 
advantage of this freedom by placing virtual content that appears to be floating 
above the ground, where there may be less visual clutter. However, without 
properly “grounding” a virtual object, research shows that participants report the 
object as closer than its true location (Diaz et al. 2017). Floating objects are 
perceptually ambiguous because they fail to use a strong cue to distance; for 
example, the regularity of a ground surface. When objects are in contact with the 
ground plane, people can use several cues to determine how far away the target is, 
including texture gradient, horizon-distance relation, and horizon ratio (Thompson 
et al. 2011 for overview). Texture gradient describes the phenomena where the 
scale of pattern decreases as distance increases, and is most informative when 
objects are located on or connected to the ground plane. Assuming Euclidean 
perception of space holds, the horizon–distance relationship can be described by  

 D = h*cot θ, (1) 

where the distance to an object on the ground plane (D) is determined by the angle 
of declination (θ) from the horizon to the object and observer’s eye height (h). If an 
object is not located on the ground plane, observers are unable to use these distance 
cues.  

Placing objects on the ground plane or using rendering techniques to ground the 
object can reduce error in perceived location (Kirkley 2003; Livingston and Moser 
2013; Diaz et al. 2017). Diaz demonstrated that applying shadows to virtual targets 
in AR reduced error in distance estimation by 80%. Accurately modelling lighting 
to render accurate shadows can, however, be computationally expensive, and 
uneven ground surfaces reduce the utility of shadows that may be hidden behind 
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hills, for example. Another option to realize the benefits of the ground plane is to 
display virtual content simply as being supported by objects that are connected to 
the ground (Meng and Sedgwick 2002). Smallman et al. (2001) recommended 
“grounding” virtual content by rendering a pole that attaches the virtual object to 
the ground plane.  

Overall, the literature suggests that “grounding” virtual content is beneficial for 
reducing errors in distance perception, whether it is achieved by placing the virtual 
object on the ground, using cast shadows to project the object’s location to the 
ground plane, or attaching the virtual content directly to objects located on the 
ground plane.   

2) The visual angle of virtual content should mimic real-world content based 
on distance as appropriate to the task and decision context (e.g., determining 
depth or distance). In the real world, the visual angle subtended by an object 
on the retina is a function of the size of the object and distance to that object. 
This distance–size relationship should be replicated in virtual environments 
when supporting natural depth or navigational judgements. That is, the 
angle subtended on the eye by an object of a given size will increase as the 
distance to the object decreases and vice versa. In general, virtual content 
should not subtend a fixed angle that does not change with distance. In  
Fig. 2 the angular size of the horizontal bars reflects distance. 

When using stereographic displays and binocular viewing conditions, the size of 
virtual objects should not break the size–distance invariance relationship. Size and 
distance are related such that the size of an object can be used to determine the 
distance to that object and thus its location. This relationship takes the form  

 𝑠𝑠 ≈ 2𝑑𝑑 ∗  tan 𝜃𝜃
2
 (2) 

or 𝑑𝑑 ≈ 1
2𝑠𝑠
∗  cot 𝜃𝜃

2
 , (3) 

where s is the size of the object along the vertical axis, d is equal to the distance to 
the target, and theta describes the visual/optical/retinal angle subtended by the 
object (Boring 1940; Thompson et al. 2011; Erkelens 2017). Size–distance 
invariance posits that people can determine the distance to an object primarily on 
its retinal size, even when other distance cues are lacking, suggesting it is a strong 
cue to distance. Further, the relative size differences among objects of known 
familiar size can help users to determine the distance to virtual targets. Under 
monocular viewing, the size of the object should change in line with Eqs. 2 and 3.  
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The size of targets should not be manipulated in ways that break the described 
relationships; for example, by keeping a virtual object’s apparent size constant as 
distance to the object varies. Such artificial altering of size can result in users being 
unable to use size–distance invariance, relative size, or familiar size as effective 
distance cues.   

3) Transparency of virtual objects can be increased to indicate farther distances 
(Fig. 3). Figure 3 demonstrates use of transparency that results from aerial 
perspective (or atmospheric perspective) or the reduction in contrast, detail, 
and color at distance to convey a greater distance for the cube on the right 
than the cube on the left despite being rendered at the same physical distance 
from the observer. When manipulating transparency of objects, this effect 
on distance perception should be considered. 

Most virtual content in AR is presented as transparent or semi-transparent, and the 
transparency of objects can be used as a method to manipulate perceived distance 
to near and far objects (Cipiloglu et al. 2010). This method works to alter distance 
perception because the visual system uses aerial perspective, or the haziness of 
colors and textures at far distances, as a cue to distance (Cutting and Vishton 1995). 
In natural viewing conditions, aerial perspective is only useful for far distances that 
are about 100 m or more from the observer where fog and atmospheric interference 
builds up enough to reduce contrast of the rendered object. It has been suggested 
that simulating fog or altering transparency of virtual objects could alter distance 
perception for near distances, but more work is needed to confirm its relative 
influence (Diaz et al. 2017). The effect of transparency on distance perception 
should be considered when manipulating transparency to represent other 
information (e.g., uncertainty of target location). 

4) Reducing the saliency of the physical surfaces or rendering images that 
imply a gap or window in the physical surfaces that occlude virtual content 
may aid in more accurate perception of non-line-of-sight virtual content 
(Fig. 4).  

When virtual content is rendered to appear beyond a physical surface, the user 
experiences conflicting perceptual cues to the object’s true location. Perspective, 
ground-plane interactions, size of targets, and stereopsis might all cue the user that 
the object is located farther than the physical barrier. However, the physical barrier 
is still visible, which creates a conflict that makes the virtual content appear as if it 
is closer than the barrier. That is, the virtual content will appear to occlude part of 
the physical object, implying that the virtual content is located in front of that 
physical object. Much work on “X-ray vision” during the early 2010s attempted to 
create rendering solutions that would deconflict occlusion of virtual objects by 
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physical barriers, implementing solutions that would reduce the appearance of the 
physical barrier or add additional indicators of distance (Livingston et al. 2013 for 
review).  

Attempts to reduce saliency of physical barriers to occlude virtual targets involve 
“cutaway” techniques, which render virtual images on the surface of the physical 
barrier to make it appear as if there is a hole in that barrier (Fig. 4). These techniques 
have also been demonstrated to improve perceived spatial dimensions of occluded 
virtual content (Schall et al. 2009). However, these techniques can be 
computationally expensive. Alternatively, one could enhance other cues to distance 
by rendering shadows for reasons discussed previously, rendering a virtual grid on 
the ground plane, or through rendering tram lines. Representing a virtual grid on 
the ground plane has the benefit of allowing the ground plane to be used as a cue to 
distance, as discussed previously, but it also increases visual clutter. Tram lines, 
which are two parallel virtual lines that extend from the user, act much like ground 
grids but take advantage of linear perspective and relative size (between object and 
lines) to determine distance. It is unclear, however, whether perception of tram lines 
or a virtual grid are not themselves impacted by a conflict of perceptual cues and 
create a sense of a truncated ground plane. Unfortunately, there has also been little 
investigation of the effectiveness of these techniques in current commercial  
off-the-shelf AR displays that have larger FOVs, making it unclear whether the 
benefit of these techniques is preserved or whether other implementation methods, 
like extending virtual markers above physical barriers when possible, are viable.  

5) Objective measures of perceived location are preferable to user evaluation 
or subjective reports. 

How do we evaluate whether a system is portraying virtual content in a manner that 
allows users to correctly associate virtual content with the physical object being 
described? Distance perception in AR and VR has been assessed using both 
measures of absolute and relative distance perception. Measures of absolute 
distance require participants to quantify an interval using an external scale (e.g., 
some metric unit), whereas measures of relative distance require participants to 
compare two visible intervals (Is one object closer than another?). For the purposes 
of AR applications that require associating virtual content with a specific physical 
object, it is arguably more important that observers correctly perceive relative 
distances. Visual matching tasks are often used to assess perception of relative 
distance. Participants may be asked to physically move real objects to be an equal 
distance from them as the virtual content (but in a different dimension), or they may 
adjust the distance to virtual content to align the virtual object with a physical 
marker. Errors in distance estimation are computed by calculating the difference 
between the recorded distance to the virtual object and the true distance to the  
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real-world reference (Jones et al. 2008; Geuss et al. 2012; Diaz et al. 2017). These 
types of distance-matching procedures provide objective and reliable metrics of 
users’ perceived relative distances without requiring participants to describe their 
own perceptions. 

Verbal reports are another method for assessing distance perception, which require 
users to translate visible dimensions into numeric representation and are incredibly 
variable (Kunz et al. 2009). Another method requires participants to walk without 
sight to the location of the virtual object. Such “blind walking” is difficult to use 
for far distances (greater than ~12 m) or for targets beyond physical barriers. Very 
little work has evaluated distance perception for targets beyond 100 m, and more 
research is needed to determine appropriate measures for evaluating perception of 
such large distances.  

The research fields of VR and especially AR are still maturing; as a result, there are 
still gaps in the literature and many opportunities for improved recommendations 
as technology advances. However, there is clear evidence in the existing literature 
that displaying virtual content in a way that allows for clear and accurate distance 
perception is a major challenge. We have provided several recommendations for 
display design that emerge from existing research, as well as potential avenues for 
further empirical investigation.  

5. Conclusion 

Augmented reality has great potential for Soldiers to immediately perceive tactical 
information in space without diverting attention away from the physical 
environment. To realize this benefit, however, conformal virtual content needs to 
be correctly associated with the physical environment intended to be described by 
that virtual content. In this report we have discussed relevant literature for emerging 
recommendations. This prior work 1) demonstrated that perceived location of 
virtual content is not always veridical and 2) implementation methods that 
capitalize on our understanding of visual perception to reduce this error. In addition, 
we identified multiple research gaps for space perception in AR. This includes the 
effectiveness for combining distance cues, targets that are far away and out of sight, 
and the impact of the environment (e.g., terrain, urban, or rural) and environmental 
conditions (e.g., time of day or weather).  

Based on the limited relevant research in AR, we have provided initial 
recommendations for simple rendering techniques that can improve Soldiers’ 
perception of virtual objects’ locations. Reducing errors in the perceived location 
of virtual content will lead to improved association between virtually represented 
information and the physical environment being described.   
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